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ALI Solutions Posts 28% Revenue Growth
Cites Demand for Preemptive Risk Management, Predictive Analytics and
More Effective Collections to Mitigate Clients’ Risk and Curb Their Losses

Austin, Texas – January 21, 2010 – ALI Solutions™ ("ALI"), the leading provider of Intelligent
Decision Automation solutions, posted a 28% increase in revenues for 2009.
Chief executive John D. Carreker III attributed the strong growth in a recessionary climate to three
primary accomplishments:
“We doubled the number of Tier 1 financial services clients we serve,” Carreker said, “because they
recognized that ALI’s collections solutions make agents more productive while securing repayment
dollars more efficiently.”
Carreker added, “We also perfected our process for getting preemptive risk management solutions
into production in less than six months so clients realize ROI inside of a year. We did that in part by
minimizing the IT resources needed, thereby empowering our business users to manage both faces
of risk – the risk of not being paid back and the risk of losing good customers.”
ALI also realized growth from its channel and reseller sales. Carreker said, “Our channel partners
allow us to expand our market reach into industries where they have the domain knowledge and
existing relationships and we have the proven solutions.”

About ALI Solutions
ALI Solutions ("ALI") provides Intelligent Decision Automation applications that empower consumer financial
services organizations to preemptively manage risk and improve profitability. ALI’s solutions automate the fusion
of transaction data with third party data sources to dynamically execute credit, fraud and collections policies that
solve immediate business problems while easily adapting to future industry challenges. For over 16 years many
of the world’s most successful companies throughout North America, the United Kingdom and the Asia Pacific
region continue to choose ALI because its applications are proven to help businesses mitigate losses while
delivering millions of dollars in bottom line benefit. For more information, visit www.ALIsolutions.com.
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